Shhhh

Waffles for an opening

Welcome home
Carl Andre killed his wife

I need you

Forse, Perhaps
An exhibition in your mouth

Congratulations

The Materialization of Life into alternative economies
Archives, begun 1990–1996

– I am for you, begun 1990
– Waffles for an opening, begun 1991
– A Prayer for greater compassion in the art world, begun 1991
– I need you, begun 1992
– Ich werde ihr schmutziges Geschirr waschen, I will wash your dirty dishes, begun 1994
– Bed service, begun 1994
– Beautiful Newlyn, begun 1994
– Congratulations, begun 1995
– Forse, Perhaps, begun 1995
– Exchange, begun 1995
– We both belong, begun 1995
– Somebody’s SoHo, begun 1995
– It’s easier to talk about art while washing dishes (Sunderland), begun 1996
– Prospectus, begun 1996

Also on the table with the archives:
I wonder if Joseph Beuys ever explained the meaning of art to his son or daughter, multiple, 1990

Books from the Antinomian Press and the Kunstverein Bookshop

Congratulations, 1995–2011

Untitled (Family), 1990

I am for you, from the archive begun 1990

Note to myself and from a practice (Perhaps), 2005

Untitled (Hands), 1992

Note to myself and from a practice (Her difficulty), 2005

Untitled (Double Portrait), 1989

On becoming something else (broadside), 2009

Carl Andre killed his wife, 1988

An Exhibition in your mouth (menu), 2002